Freshman Camp Will Be Held
On July 7 & 8
Camp Will Be Held
On Institute Grounds
Again Because Of War
The annual Freshman Camp, sponsored by the T.C.A., will be held on Friday, July 7, and Saturday, July 8. It was announced yesterday by Robert B. Bingley, Freshman Camp Director. Camp with 22 chapters, which numbers are
against at Lake Massabesic, Arlington, Mass., instead of at Lake
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DEAR TECHMAN

The following letter is one that was written by a father to his son who failed to make the grade in V-12. It was originally printed in the Tufts Weekly and is reprinted here because as the end of the term approaches the message it carries pertains equally well to the Technology V-12 students and also to all the civilian students who may have trouble with their marks.

Dear Son:

"I am naturally disappointed, but far more for your sake than my own. I perfectly understand that you did your best, and if those whose business it is to judge and determine success have presented you with this grade, then I am prepared to accept this as the best intelligent things that it takes to make an officer for the Navy determine that my son does not possess all of those intangible elements—I am willing and happy to accept that verdict. It is their business—they are better qualified than you or I to make the decision.

"I don't want you to become embittered, frustrated, blue, upset or anything of that sort. Remember that only a small percentage of us in college are called to take part in the work that is being done all around us. We are travelling with the majority. Stay on your toes, keep your chin up in the air, and don't get in the dumps. It is an important thing to continue to keep yourself alert as it was before this happened.

"Don't worry about how your mother and dad are going to react. We are just as proud of you as if you had made the grade, because we do know you tried and that your failure is due to no fault of your own. We will be broader still if you refuse to let this thing kick you and get you down. Now is the time to stay on your toes."

The Tech
Tech Lacerosmen Topped by Stevens

Boomers Clash With Dartmouth Next Week

Last Saturday, Coach Charles Van Ummeren (apologies for previous spelling) led the M.I.T. Lacerosmen of the Institute of Technology Lacerosmen Team, who have one of the strongest aggregations in the East. Playing a wide-open game, with few penalties, the Lacerosmen offset lower number of the Dartmouth Lacerosmen under a barrage of eight goals in the first half, and it looked as if the game was turning into a rout. However, coming back with a different spirit the second half, Beaver held Stevens to two goals, and matched total with two of their own.

Tech Holds Stevens' Attack

M.I.T. started the game off right, as Hildebrant came through with a goal after two minutes of play. That was the end of the first half, as Stevens got its attack rolling, monopolized the play for the remainder of the half, and scored eight goals in quick succession. When the second half opened, Stevens continued to press the attack, but met with a different brand of opposition. In the last two seconds of the period, the Lancerosmen managed to squeeze out a goal, after fifteen minutes of scoreless play. Tech countered in the last five minutes of the game and played well. The Lacerosmen held Stevens to a scoreless goal in the final five minutes of the game during a scoreless play. The Lancerosmen held Stevens to a scoreless goal in the final five minutes of the game. Tech managed a scoreless goal in the final five minutes of the game.

Tech 11, Stevens 2

Final Standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Theta Chi</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sigma Alpha Epsilon</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Delta Kappa Epsilon</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Theta Chi And S.A.E. Tie For Beaver Key Track Championship

Scherer Cops Double In Theta Chi S.A.E. Track Meet

The Beaver Key Track Meet recently took place, where Theta Chi and Sigma Alpha Epsilon teams were the first-place finishers, each with a total of fourteen and twelve points. The meet, held at the Harvard Stadium on the campus of the university at Briggs Field, was run off under the direction of Bob Hildebrant. The Theta Chi team topped the meet in the timing and starting events. The events were run in heats, each entry being timed, and the winners determined without resorting to a tie in any event, except the 100-yard dash. The first and fifth place teams were separated by only two points. As Delta Kappa Epsilon captured second and twelfth points for third place, the Theta Chi team finished fifth with eleven points. With the tie for first, it is not known at the present time, how the prizes will be awarded. A bag of beer and a trophy were to be given to each winner.

Winning Teams Split Four First Places

There was little doubt about the supremacy of the first two teams, with four out of a total of five places between them, and placed the entire list of the events. The B.A.E. entry was strong throughout, but they lacked the individual state who might have given them victory. Theta Chi was strongest in the broad jump, with an entry of eight points, the Phi Gamma Delta, coappled with two points, but third place. Scherer came through with a double victory in the mile run and the broad jump, to give his team a great start. A strained muscle kept him from competing in any other events. The Deke and Phi Omega strong men, monopolized the shot-put, as they split the first place, with a point and a half, as they were unable to capture any of the other individual or team results.

Results

100-yard dash: Time: 11.1 seconds, Delta Kappa Epsilon. 2. Sigma Chi. 3. Kappa Sigma.


440-yard dash: Time: 53.4 seconds, Delta Kappa Epsilon. 2. Sigma Chi. 3. Kappa Sigma.

880-yard run: Time: 2:18.4, Sigma Chi. 2. Delta Kappa Epsilon. 3. Phi Gamma Delta


Broad jump: Distance: 23 feet, Sigma Chi.

Results

Worcester Bows To Tech Netmen

Undefeated Team Travels This Week

Last Saturday, the Beaver track team took their fifth straight victory after they defeated W.F.P.43, 6-3. The team showed its strength in the singles, taking four out of six while losing the two doubles. This victory meant that M.I.T. took second place in the league, and the game against the team in a defensive attitude. The Beaver attack was at full power, and the M.I.T. defense collapsed under the direction of Bob Hildebran, when the match was concluded. The Beaver team put up a double victory in the singles, as they split four out of six first and second teams that we have had here for Tech for many years.

Tech Loses Two Doubles

In the first doubles, Chan and Shafer lost 3 and 7, and the second doubles composed of Madsen and Meyer also lost in straight sets. This weekend we will see the Penn team playing to Princeton last afternoon and will meet the University of Pennsylvania team tomorrow. If they take these two meets, they will be the first undefeated team that we have had here for Tech for many years.
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Uncovered](https://www.fennellsmassachusettswine.com)
Students Need Fewer Books

Librarian's Report

Shows Steady Decline

One of the greatest tragedies to hit the Technology Li-
brary's operations is the rapid decline in num-
ber of volumes borrowed. A recent study of the li-
brary's records reveals that over the past five years
there has been a steady decline in the number of
books checked out. This decline is due to a variety of
factors, including the increasing popularity of
other media such as CDs and DVDs, as well as the
rise in online resources available for research.

One factor contributing to this decline is the
ready availability of online resources. Students
are increasingly turning to the internet for infor-
mation, and they are less likely to check out books
from the library. Another factor is the growing
popularity of e-books, which are becoming more
accessible and convenient for students.

In addition to these factors, the library is also
facing competition from other academic libraries
within the university. With the increasing num-
ber of students attending the university, the li-
brary is struggling to keep up with demand.

Despite these challenges, the library remains
committed to providing students with a wide range
of resources to support their academic success.

Dard Hunter Paper Museum

Is the Only One of Its Kind

One of the greatest tragedies to hit the Dard
Hunter Paper Museum is the fact that it's stu-
dents know little about the history of paper and
the processes involved in its production. Lacking
this knowledge, they are less likely to appreciate
the value of the museum's collection.

The museum, which is housed in a former
paper mill, was founded by Dard Hunter, a
renowned collector and scholar of paper. It con-
tains over 50,000 items, including rare and
valuable papers, as well as tools and equipment
used in papermaking.

The museum's collection is unique in that it
provides a comprehensive overview of the his-
tory of papermaking. It includes items from
around the world, reflecting the global nature
of this industry.

Despite its importance, the museum faces chal-
 lenges, including limited funding and a lack
of visitors. The museum's future depends on the
derivation of support from the university and
the wider community.

Discussion of the Disruptions

The results of the disruptions brought forth the
various plans of the Services, industry, and
other groups. The strategies are being established
to overcome the problems. The focus will
be on returning to normalcy and minimizing the
disruption. The counseling services will add
a clear direction to the efforts of the Services
and the community. The counseling service
will aid each individual in overcoming this
difficult period.

Freshman Camp Held July 7-8

The campus was open to the incoming freshmen on
July 7 and 8 for a two-day camp designed to
acclimate them to the university. The camp
involves a variety of activities, including a welcome
luncheon, orientation sessions, and social events.

The program aims to provide freshmen with
an opportunity to meet their future classmates and
familiarize themselves with the campus.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist

T he Church of Christ, Scientist was founded
by Mary Baker Eddy in 1879. The organization
has since grown to become one of the largest
collective religious groups in the world, with
over 15,000 branches worldwide.

The church teaches that disease and suffering
are caused by spiritual illusion and can be
overcome through a deeper understanding of the
truth of the universe, as taught by Jesus Christ.

In addition to its teachings, the church also
provides a healing service, known as the
Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures,
which is based on the belief that illness can be
healed through prayer and a spiritual understanding
of the nature of God.

T E C H

Professor Mitsch Attends Meeting On Demobilization

Demobilization of the services was the theme of the
conference held on May 19 and 20 under the
aegis of the University of Technology of the
Index of Princeton University. The con-
ference was held at Princeton, N. J., and was attended by present
of interest in the de-
mobilization topic. It

ended with a special
session at the end of the
day.

TUE.

1:00 P.M.

LUNCH

2:00 P.M.

DISCUSSION

3:00 P.M.

REVIEWS FOR FINAL EXAMS:

Each Review consists of the following:

- Questions that can be answered
- Questions that can be answered
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The final exam is scheduled for May 20th. The exam will cover
the material from the entire course. Review sessions will be
held on May 18th and 19th.

The Associated Tutors

410 Memorial Drive, Cambridge

KIRKLAND 4990

These Reviews will help you put your study hours to the best use
by pointing out the important parts of the course, explaining the
hard points and showing you how to solve problems.

THE ASSOCIATED TUTORS

410 Memorial Drive, Cambridge

KIRKLAND 4990